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Abstract
Purpose This study examined the feasibility of using quan-
titation to augment interpretation of florbetapir PET amy-
loid imaging.
Methods A total of 80 physician readers were trained on quan-
titation of florbetapir PET images and the principles for using
quantitation to augment a visual read. On day 1, the readers
completed a visual read of 96 scans (46 autopsy-verified and 50
from patients seeking a diagnosis). On day 2, 69 of the readers
reinterpreted the 96 scans augmenting their interpretation with
quantitation (VisQmethod) using one of three commercial soft-
ware packages. A subset of 11 readers reinterpreted all scans on
day 2 based on a visual read only (VisVis control). For the
autopsy-verified scans, the neuropathologist’s modified
CERAD plaque score was used as the truth standard for inter-
pretation accuracy. Because an autopsy truth standard was not
available for scans from patients seeking a diagnosis, the ma-
jority VisQ interpretation of the three readers with the best
accuracy in interpreting autopsy-verified scans was used as
the reference standard.
Results Day 1 visual read accuracy was high for both the
autopsy-verified scans (90%) and the scans from patients seek-
ing a diagnosis (87.3%). Accuracy improved from the visual
read to the VisQ read (from 90.1% to 93.1%, p < 0.0001).

Importantly, access to quantitative information did not decrease
interpretation accuracy of the above-average readers (>90% on
day 1). Accuracy in interpreting the autopsy-verified scans also
increased from the first to the second visual read (VisVis
group). However, agreement with the reference standard (best
readers) for scans from patients seeking a diagnosis did not
improve with a second visual read, and in this cohort the
VisQ group was significantly improved relative to the VisVis
group (change 5.4% vs. −1.1%, p < 0.0001).
Conclusion These results indicate that augmentation of visual
interpretation of florbetapir PET amyloid images with quanti-
tative information obtained using commercially available soft-
ware packages did not reduce the accuracy of readers whowere
already performing with above average accuracy on the visual
read and may improve the accuracy and confidence of some
readers in clinically relevant cases.
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Introduction

Biomarkers have the potential to aid in the diagnosis of pa-
tients with cognitive impairment by providing information
regarding the presence or absence of relevant neuropathology,
when used as part of a comprehensive clinical evaluation in
patients with a mild, atypical course or atypically early onset
of cognitive impairment [1]. PET imaging ligands including
Pittsburgh compound B (11C-PIB) [2], 18F-florbetaben [3],
18F-flutemetamol [4] and 18F-florbetapir [5] have been devel-
oped for estimation of cortical beta amyloid (Aβ) neuritic
plaque deposition, a hallmark pathology, and a required ele-
ment for the evaluation of neuropathological changes in pa-
tients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [6]. As shown by their
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respective package inserts/summaries of product characteris-
tics, as well as the published literature [7–9], reader accuracy
in the pivotal trials for the 18F-labeled agents averaged close to
90% for discriminating patients found at autopsy to have no or
sparse neuritic plaques (amyloid-negative, Aβ−) from those
found to havemoderate to frequent plaques (amyloid-positive,
Aβ+). However, as might be expected, within each of these
development programs, there were individual readers with
sensitivity or specificity values below the average, and in
some with values below 80%. While having a lower accuracy
in a specific research trial might not always predict lower
accuracy in the clinical setting, the range of performance sug-
gests the potential for augmentation of the reading method to
improve interpretation accuracy.

It has been suggested that image quantitation could be
helpful in assisting visual interpretation of PET amyloid im-
ages [10–13]. Quantitation has been applied extensively in
other realms of nuclear medicine imaging including PET
[14–17], and quantitative analyses have proven useful for
characterizing amyloid tracer binding and relationships to oth-
er biomarkers [18–20]. In the case of 18F-florbetapir, the use
of an exploratory quantitative approach resulted in an accura-
cy of 97% in relation to autopsy [7]. Until recently, approaches
to quantitating PET amyloid images have been limited to re-
search methods that are nonstandard and may require manual
intervention and technical expertise. However, the emerging
availability of commercial software packages for quantitation
of PET amyloid images raises the possibility that quantitative
estimates of tracer uptake/amyloid binding could be integrated
into an algorithm for interpretation of scans in a clinical
setting.

Although promising, the use of software programs may be
vulnerable to variations in the PET image including, but not
limited to, movement, atrophy or count limitations.
Automatically applied, preselected target or reference regions
may inadequately cover the full range of anatomical variation
in the target population, and some packagesmay be difficult to
navigate, resulting in unacceptable variations in quantitation.
In addition to these software-specific issues, there may be
differences in how users incorporate quantitation into the vi-
sual read decision algorithm. One approach could be to set a
firm quantitative threshold beyond which images are consid-
ered positive regardless of visual appearance. Alternatively,
methods could be developed for using the overall or regional
quantitative values to guide reexamination of the visual inter-
pretation. In spite of these potential issues, only one study to
date has evaluated the performance of quantitative software as
an adjunct to visual interpretation. Specifically, Nayate et al.
[21] recently reported that the use of Siemens Scenium soft-
ware to quantitate florbetapir PET scans significantly in-
creased interreader reliability. Although an increase in
interreader reliability is encouraging, it does not necessarily
mean that there has been an increase in reader accuracy.

The present study was designed to examine the feasibility
of an approach to incorporating quantitation into the standard
visual interpretation algorithm for florbetapir PET amyloid
imaging. Three representative software packages were evalu-
ated, each by a separate cohort of physician readers. It was
hypothesized that the addition of quantitation as an adjunct to
visual interpretation (VisQ method) would significantly im-
prove the total accuracy of florbetapir scan interpretation by
readers whose accuracy of scan interpretation by visual read
alone was less than the historical average accuracy of 90%
(below-average readers), with no significant negative impact
on accuracy of above-average readers (>90% accuracy).

Materials and methods

Software packages

The software packages used in this study, MIM (MIMneuro®),
Siemens (Siemens syngo.PET Amyloid Plaque) and Hermes
(Hermes Brain Analysis Software Suite™ BRASS, 2.0; CE
0413), are all commercially available and approved in the US
and EU for visual examination and quantitation of PET images,
with specific routines designed to quantitate 18F-florbetapir
PET images. Although the individual packages use different
proprietary algorithms to perform the quantitation, the three
packages share the following features:

1. They use spatial normalization to apply template-based
predefined regions of interest (ROIs) on the florbetapir
PET scan.

2. They employ ROIs that sample cortical regions frommul-
tiple lobes as well as cerebellum. These ROIs sample
regions similar (albeit not necessarily identical) to those
used by Clark et al. [7] including: frontal cortex, anterior
cingulate, temporal cortex, lateral parietal cortex, medial
parietal cortex (precuneus), posterior cingulate, and
cerebellum.

3. They provide the ability for the reader to verify location of
the ROIs on the spatially normalized florbetapir PETscan.

4. They provide cortex-to-cerebellum standardized uptake
value ratios (SUVr) for each of the cortical ROIs as well
as a cortical average SUVr (across the ROIs).

5. They have been shown to produce values highly correlated
with the Avid research method for SUVr generation [22].
Thus, SUVr values for each program can be linked to the
range of SUVr associatedwith none to sparse andmoderate
to frequent neuritic plaques found at autopsy as shown by
the Avid method [7]. (Calibration for the Siemen software
package has been described separately [23]. Calibration for
the Hermes software package is included in the
Supplementary material. Calibration for the MIM software
package is planned for a separate publication.)
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Participating physicians

A total of 80 physicians participated as scan readers in this
study. The study was conducted in three separate replications
in different cohorts of readers using the three different soft-
ware packages (MIM, Siemens, Hermes). The MIM and
Siemens replications (NCT 01946243) were performed with
US physicians at ACR Image Metrix, Philadelphia, PA. The
Hermes replication (NCT 02107599) was performed with
readers from Spain and the UK at Bioclinica, Inc. (Leiden,
The Netherlands). For each replication (MIM, Siemens,
Hermes), imaging physicians who had completed a florbetapir
PET reader training course were contacted at random and
invited to participate. Physician readers were excluded from
the study if they had more than minimal experience with or
had previously been trained personally to perform quantitation
of amyloid PET.

For each replication, readers who met the above qualifying
criteria were invited to the testing facility in cohorts of three to
ten readers to complete day 1 (visual read) and day 2 (quan-
titative read). The testing continued in each replication until a
minimum of seven readers with visual read accuracy ≤90%
(below-average readers; accuracy less than the mean accuracy
expected based on previous studies) and a minimum of five
readers with visual read accuracy >90% (above-average
readers) were recruited.

Study flow

Upon arrival at the core laboratory read facility, all readers
underwent a brief refresher training utilizing portions of the
online (US) reader training program, highlighting the steps for
visual interpretation and criteria for determining a scan as
positive or negative for amyloid plaques. The core laboratory
provided training on the respective software to facilitate visual
reads, and readers practiced with nine image sets under super-
vision. The readers then independently visually interpreted a
test group of 20 florbetapir PET scans (without supervision).
These interpretations served as a practice exercise and were
not used in the primary or secondary analyses, nor were these
results used to disqualify readers from the study.

All readers then underwent training related to the use of
quantitation with florbetapir PET images. Training
consisted of teaching the operation of the quantitative soft-
ware, and the method for generation of SUVr values. The
readers were shown the validation of the research quantita-
tion method in autopsy-verified cases [7] and the relation-
ship between the quantitation results from the research
method and the results from the respective commercial
quantitation package [23] (see also Online Resource 1),
which allowed them to estimate the approximate SUVr
values associated with a positive scan. Readers were then
taught the principles for applying quantitation as an adjunct

to visual interpretation, including algorithms for comparing
the quantitative results to their initial visual interpretation.
The training included supervised practice of the visual with
adjunct quantitation (VisQ) interpretation approach on the
same nine sample cases used for the initial practice of visual
interpretation.

On day 1 of the study, the readers visually interpreted 96
florbetapir scans comprising the 46 autopsy-verified scans [7],
and 50 randomly selected scans from a trial with patients
seeking a diagnosis for cognitive impairment [24]. The
readers did not have access to quantitation tools during this
reading session.

On the following day (day 2), readers in the MIM and
Hermes replications were presented these same 96
florbetapir PET scans for interpretation using the VisQ ap-
proach. The readers obtained SUVr values for the
predefined ROIs, as well as an overall cortical average
SUVr using the respective quantitation software in accor-
dance with the software manufacturer’s instructions. For
each scan, the reader had the opportunity to review their
previous interpretation based on visual assessment alone
and was then asked to make a final read interpretation using
the VisQ interpretation principles. In addition to the final
interpretation, the SUVr values for the individual regions
and the average SUVr value were recorded.

For the Siemens replication (on day 2), readers were ran-
domized to either an experimental arm (VisQ) or a control
arm (VisVis). Procedures in the experimental arm were
identical to those described for the MIM and Hermes repli-
cations above. For the readers randomized to the control
arm, the only difference was that they were not allowed to
use the quantitative software or the VisQ approach during
the second review of the 96 florbetapir PET cases; these
readers had the opportunity to review their previous inter-
pretation (Aβ+ or Aβ−) based on visual assessment alone
andwere then asked to make a final read interpretation using
only the visual interpretation method (hence VisVis). This
condition was intended to control for any learning or other
benefit derived from reviewing the scans a second time. A
diagram of the study design is shown in Fig. 1.

Florbetapir PET images

The images used in this study included florbetapir PET scans
from 46 end-of-life patients recruited from hospice, long-term
care facilities and community healthcare facilities who came
to autopsy within 1 year of their scan in the florbetapir pivotal
trial [7] and 50 scans randomly selected from a previous study
of florbetapir use in patients with diagnostic uncertainty [24]
(Table 1). In general, the patients seeking a diagnosis for cog-
nitive impairment were younger, included more mildly im-
paired patients, and a lower proportion of patients with AD
and other non-AD dementia than the end-of-life patients. Both
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previous studies were approved by the relevant institutional
review boards and subjects or other family members of sub-
jects contributing PETscans used in these studies gave written
informed consent. All florbetapir PET scans used in these
studies were acquired under standard methods described pre-
viously [7, 24]. A 10-min PET acquisition was performed
approximately 50 min after administration of approximately
370 MBq (10 mCi) of 18F-florbetapir. Images were acquired
and reconstructed with iterative or maximum likelihood algo-
rithms with a postreconstruction gaussian filter. Images were
displayed for visual interpretation, and quantitation was per-
formed using the MIM, Siemens, or Hermes software in ac-
cordance with the respective replication.

Image interpretation

The initial visual interpretation was performed in accor-
dance with the instructions in the 18F-florbetapir package
insert. Briefly, images were reviewed using a black-and-
white palette (gray scale) with the maximum intensity of
the scale set to the maximum intensity brain pixel. Starting
at the bottom of the brain, primarily in transaxial orientation,
the cerebellum (presumed amyloid-free normal tissue) was
examined followed in succession by the temporal lobes and
occipital cortex, the prefrontal cortex and parietal lobes. A
scan was defined as positive (Aβ+) if at least two regions
contained areas with reduced gray–white matter contrast, or

Table 1 Characteristics of
patients who contributed PET
images

Autopsied patients Patients seeking a diagnosis

Number (%) of patients 46 (47.9) 50 (52.1)

Age (years), mean (SD) 79.0 (12.38) 75.0 (7.351)

Clinical diagnosis, n (%)

Alzheimer’s disease 20 (43.5) 13 (26.0)

Mild cognitive impairment 4 (8.70) 34 (68.0)

Other or non-Alzheimer’s dementia 11 (23.9) 3 (6.00)

Cognitively intact normal control 11 (23.9) 0 (0.00)

Mini-Mental State Examination score, n (%)a

28–30 NA 20 (40.0)

25–27 NA 12 (24.0)

20–24 NA 9 (18.0)

<20 NA 9 (18.0)

Patients Aβ+ by truth/reference standard, n (%) 28 (60.9) 29 (58.0)

NA not applicable
aMini-Mental State Examination not applicable as cognitive testing in end-of-life patients is not a reliable
indicator of neurological disease status

Fig. 1 Schematic representation
of study design. TS truth standard,
Vis visual read, VisQ visual read
with quantitation, VisVis visual
read with second visual read
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if at least one region had an area of gray matter uptake more
intense than the adjacent white matter uptake. Readers re-
corded an interpretation as either Aβ− (indicative of no or
sparse neuritic plaques) or Aβ+ (moderate to frequent
plaques). For positive scans the regions of positivity were
also recorded.

Image quantitation involved spatial normalization of the
18F-florbetapir PET scan into a standard coordinate system,
application of predefined ROIs, checking the quality of the
normalization and application of the ROI, and refitting of
the image if applicable for a software package. A series of
cortical target region to whole cerebellum count ratios
(SUVr) and a cortical average SUVr were then generated.

Readers were instructed to use quantitation as an adjunct to
the visual read, not as an alternative. Thus, they compared the
calculated cortical average SUVr to the expected range for
Aβ+/Aβ− scans for the particular software package. If the
quantitative result was consistent with the initial visual read,
the readers were expected not to change their initial interpre-
tation. In the event of apparent disagreement between visual
interpretation and quantitation, readers were instructed to per-
form the following actions. First, the readers checked the spa-
tial normalization and fit of the scan to the template. They
confirmed the accuracy of the placement of the ROIs,
checking for cerebrospinal fluid or bone within the ROI, and
evaluated the potential impact of atrophy or ventriculomegaly
on quantitation. Next they reviewed the basis for making a
visual Aβ+ or Aβ− determination. They looked for loss of
gray–white contrast in at least two regions or intense uptake in
one region. In the case of an Aβ+ initial visual read and an
apparent Aβ− quantitation, readers were instructed to consid-
er whether the positive visual interpretation might be based on
tracer retention in regions other than the six ROIs that contrib-
ute to the composite SUVr (e.g., intense tracer retention in the
occipital lobe could support an Aβ+ visual determination but
would not contribute to the SUVr). In the case of an Aβ−
initial visual read and an Aβ+ quantitation, readers visually
examined the regions corresponding to the ROIs with elevated
SUVr to confirm whether there was a loss of gray–white con-
trast in these areas. Finally, the readers visually examined the
cerebellum region, confirming the fit of the ROI (which can
affect the denominator of the SUVr) and the level of gray–
white contrast (which provides a standard for comparison to
the cortex), and looking for possible structural anomalies (e.g.,
stroke) that could influence quantitation of the cerebellar re-
gion. The final interpretation was then based on a visual read
augmented by quantitative information.

Statistical analysis

The prespecified primary efficacy hypothesis in all three
replications was that addition of quantitative information
(VisQ method) would significantly improve overall

accuracy of florbetapir PET scan interpretation. The prima-
ry analysis utilized the 46 images from patients who re-
ceived a florbetapir scan within 1 year of autopsy. The neu-
ropathologist’s diagnosis, that was based on the modified
Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease
(CERAD) plaque score, was used as the truth standard such
that an image was considered correctly interpreted as Aβ+
when there were moderate or frequent plaques and Aβ−
when there were no or sparse plaques as previously de-
scribed [7]. In the MIM and Siemens replications, the pri-
mary analysis population comprised those readers with a
visual read (day 1) average accuracy of 90% or less based
on historical studies. Paired t tests were used to determine
whether accuracy (percent agreement with the truth stan-
dard) increased between the day 1 visual interpretation
and the day 2 interpretation incorporating quantitative in-
formation (VisQ). In the Hermes replication, all readers
were included in the primary analysis and the net reclassi-
fication index (NRI) [25] (see Online Resource 3 for
statistical description) was used to evaluate differences in
accuracy between the day 1 visual interpretation and the day
2 VisQ interpretation.

Since the three replications were designed similarly, the
results were also integrated to assess the possible benefit
from the addition of quantitative information, across all
readers. The integrated analyses were done in two ways.
In the first analysis, for scans from the autopsied patients
[7], the neuropathologist’s diagnosis was used as the truth
standard, as specified above, and the changes in reader ac-
curacy in the VisQ group between the day 1 visual interpre-
tation and the day 2 interpretation incorporating quantita-
tive information were compared with the changes between
the day 1 and day 2 interpretations in the VisVis group
(control group from Siemens software) that did not involve
the use of quantitative information and performed on both
day 1 and day 2. An analysis of covariance (ANCOVA)
model was used for this comparison, adjusting for readers’
day 1 accuracy, and replication. Secondary analyses were
also performed looking at sensitivity and specificity relative
to the truth standard.

In the second analysis, because an autopsy-based truth
standard was not available for the scans from patients seek-
ing a diagnosis for cognitive impairment [24], the majority
VisQ interpretation of the three readers with the best inter-
pretation accuracy on the autopsy-verified scans was used
as the reference standard. The majority interpretation from
these readers (coincidentally all from the Siemens replica-
tion) was 100% accurate relative to the neuropathologist’s
diagnosis of the autopsied patients. All three readers agreed
on 45 of 50 scans from patients lacking autopsy truth stan-
dard. A sensitivity analysis was performed excluding these
five cases to ensure that they did not influence the results.
Thus, the best three readers’ majority interpretation was
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considered a reasonable reference standard for the scans
from the non-autopsy patients.

Analysis of the scans from the non-autopsy patients was
similar to that described above. The primary analysis eval-
uated the impact of the addition of quantitative information
by comparing the VisQ condition with a second visual read
(VisVis condition) in terms of their agreement with the ref-
erence standard (accuracy). Positive agreement (sensitivity)
and negative agreement (specificity) were also calculated.
To control for the multiplicity, Bonferroni’s correction was
applied to adjust the p values from these analyses. The three
readers serving as the reference standard were included in
the VisQ group for the primary analysis because they were
among the best readers on the visual read alone and had
some of the smallest improvements when quantitation
(VisQ) was added (hence the most conservative analysis).
However, a sensitivity analysis was performed excluding
these readers and yielded similar conclusions.

The interreader reliability of scan interpretation by the
VisQ and VisVis methods was also assessed using Fleiss’
kappa statistics for both day 1 and day 2. In addition, for
each read method, a change in interreader reliability was
calculated as the kappa value based on day 2 interpretations
minus the kappa value for the day 1 interpretations. The
95% confidence interval around this difference was calcu-
lated using a bootstrap method [26]. If the lower bound of
this 95% confidence interval was greater than 0, then a
statistically significant improvement on interreader consis-
tency for day 2 interpretations over day 1 interpretations
was demonstrated. Percent agreement is also provided to
assess the interreader reliability, calculated as the number
of reader pairs who agreed when interpreting the same scan,
divided by all possible pairs of readers for the same scan. A
logistic regression model with robust variance estimation
by a generalized estimated equation was used to compare
the change in percent agreement between day 1 and day 2
for the VisQ and VisVis methods. Finally, reader confidence
(low, medium, high) was recorded on day 1 and day 2 and
the changes from day 1 to day 2 in the VisQ and VisVis
groups were compared using theWald chi-squared test from
a proportional odds model.

Results

Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of the 80 readers
participating in this study. The readers were similar across
regions with respect to their experience with PET scans,
brain scan interpretation and amyloid scan interpretation,
and their experience with quantitation. In addition, there
were no statistically significant differences in any of the
recorded characteristics among the readers with above av-
erage accuracy (>90%) and those with below average

accuracy (≤90%) on the visual reads of the autopsy-
verified scans, nor were there any clear differences among
the readers in the VisVis control arm and the remaining
readers (Note: the 90% threshold for reader accuracy was
based on the historical average from previous studies). Most
readers read no more than 20 brain scans per week, had
interpreted ten or fewer clinical amyloid PET scans and all
readers had no previous experience quantitating amyloid
PET. All readers completed the study.

Table 3 shows the primary results for the individual rep-
lications. In all three replications, the mean visual read ac-
curacy in the autopsy-verified scans on day 1 was close to
90% (88.7% Hermes, 89.5% MIM, 91.6% Siemens, 90.1%
overall). In all three replications, the use of quantitative
information in the visual read on day 2 (VisQ condition)
resulted in increased accuracy, and all three replications
showed significantly improved results in terms of the
prespecified primary endpoints. When the results of the
three replications were pooled, accuracy compared to the
autopsy truth standard across all 69 readers increased from
90.1% with the visual read method to 93.1% using the VisQ
method. This increase was statistically significant whether
judged by the paired t test or the NRI. Table 3 also shows the
sensitivity (positive agreement) and specificity (negative
agreement) for the reader cohorts. In the cohort of all 69
readers, specificity significantly increased with the addition
of the VisQ method from 86.7% to 92.8% (p < 0.0001).
Sensitivity remained above 90% with a slight numerical
improvement (92.2% to 93.3%, p = 0.1259) with the VisQ
method. In each of the three individual replications, speci-
ficity increased significantly, and sensitivity either im-
proved (MIM replication) or was not significantly changed
with the addition of the VisQ method (further details are
provided in the Online Resource 4 and 5).

Figure 2a shows an example subject with Parkinson’s
disease in life and confirmed to be Aβ− (no neuritic
plaques) at autopsy, where quantitation may have aided in
image interpretation. Although the majority of readers in
both the VisQ (51 of 80) and VisVis (11 of 11) cohorts
interpreted this scan as positive on the initial visual read, a
net 23 VisQ readers (in contrast to only 1 of 11 VisVis
readers) changed to a negative interpretation on the second
read (i.e., after quantitation). Figure 2a, b give a clue as to
the the readers’ possible thought process during the study.
After obtaining a negative quantitation result (mean SUVr
0.94) readers should have checked the fit of the ROI to the
PET scan, and in doing so might have noticed that the areas
of greatest tracer retention were medial to the temporal lobe
ROI and likely reflected retention in the white matter rather
than the gray matter.

Figure 2c, d shows images from another example patient,
a 71-year-old man with a 15-month history of cognitive
impairment and an Mini-Mental State Examination score
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of 25, who was undergoing evaluation for mild cognitive
impairment of uncertain origin at the time of the florbetapir
PET scan. The majority of readers in both the VisQ and
VisVis cohorts interpreted this scan as Aβ+ on the initial
visual read, but eight VisQ and one VisVis reader returned
Aβ− interpretations on day 1. The quantitation result was
positive (mean SUVr 1.39, with regional SUVr approxi-
mately 1.55 in both the precuneus and posterior cingulate),
and all eight VisQ readers revised their interpretation to
Aβ+, whereas the only change among the VisVis readers
was an additional reader who recorded an Aβ− interpreta-
tion on day 2. According to the VisQ interpretation algo-
rithm, after obtaining a positive quantitation result, readers
should have checked the fit of the ROI to the PET scan
(Fig. 2d), and then reviewed the gray–white contrast in re-
gions that overlapped the quantitative ROI. In doing so
might have noticed the high level of signal in the
precuneus/posterior cingulate regions (Fig. 2c, top row, sec-
ond and third slices). The positive quantitative values may
also have reminded readers that the gray–white contrast in

the cortex should be evaluated with respect to the presumed
normal level of gray–white contrast seen in the cerebellum.
In this case, even where the gray matter signal did not ex-
ceed that of the white matter (e.g., temporal lobe) the gray–
white contrast was reduced relative to the cerebellum.

In the replication using data from the Siemens software, an
increase in accuracy was also observed between the day 1
visual reads and the day 2 visual reads (VisVis condition).
However, the study was not powered to make a statistical
comparison between the VisVis and VisQ conditions. In order
to facilitate a statistical comparison and to better characterize
performance of readers in interpreting PET amyloid images,
the data were combined across the three replications as shown
in Table 4. Consistent with the results from the individual
replications, the average visual (day 1) image interpretation
accuracy across all readers was 90% in the autopsy-verified
scans with the CERAD neuritic plaque score as the truth stan-
dard. A similar average accuracy (87.3%) was obtained in the
scans from patients seeking a diagnosis, with the majority
score of the best readers used as the reference standard. Only

Table 2 Characteristics of
participating physician readers Characteristics Below-average readers

(≤90%) using visual alone
(N = 32)

Above-average readers
(>90%) using visual alone
(N = 48)

VisQ (N =
69)

VisVis (N =
11)

Country

US 20 (62.5%) 39 (81.3%) 48
(69.6%)

11 (100%)

Spain 9 (28.1%) 8 (16.7%) 17
(24.6%)

0 (0.00%)

UK 3 (9.38%) 1 (2.08%) 4 (5.80%) 0 (0.00%)

Number of PET scans read per week

20 or fewer 14 (43.8%) 18 (37.5%) 27
(39.1%)

5 (45.5%)

21–50 13 (40.6%) 21 (43.8%) 29
(42.0%)

5 (45.5%)

51–100 5 (15.6%) 8 (16.7%) 12
(17.4%)

1 (9.09%)

101 or more 0 (0.00%) 1 (2.08%) 1 (1.45%) 0 (0.00%)

Number of brain PET scans

20 or fewer 32 (100%) 47 (97.9%) 68
(98.6%)

11 (100%)

21–50 0 (0.00%) 1 (2.08%) 1 (1.45%) 0 (0.00%)

Total number of amyloid PET scans read in the past

0 12 (37.5%) 21 (43.8%) 29
(42.0%)

4 (36.4%)

1–10 10 (31.3%) 17 (35.4%) 22
(31.9%)

5 (45.5%)

11–20 3 (9.38%) 6 (12.5%) 7 (10.1%) 2 (18.2%)

21 or more 7 (21.9%) 4 (8.33%) 11 (15.9%) 0 (0.00%)

Experience with quantitating amyloid PET scans

No 32 (100%) 48 (100%) 69 (100%) 11 (100%)

Below/above-average readers are defined as those whose accuracy of scan interpretation by visual read alone (day
1) was ≤90%/>90% of the historical average based on previous studies

Vis qualitative visual read, VisQ visual read with quantitation
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four of the 80 readers achieved <80% accuracy in the autopsy-
verified scans, and two of these plus two other readers achieved
<80% accuracy on the scans from patients seeking a diagnosis.

The addition of quantitative information (VisQ) improved
the day 2 accuracy relative to the accuracy of the day 1 visual
read in interpreting both autopsy-verified scans and scans
from patients seeking a diagnosis. However, this improvement
from day 1 to day 2 in the VisQ group was significantly
greater than that seen for a repeat visual read on day 2
(VisVis group) only for the scans from patients seeking a
diagnosis. Similar results were obtained when the five scans
with imperfect agreement among the reference standard
readers were excluded from the analysis.

The interreader reliability, as assessed by both Fleiss’ kap-
pa and by the percentage of scans with agreement between
pairs of readers, increased from day 1 to day 2 (Table 5).
Considering all scans, the change from day 1 to day 2 was
not different between the VisQ and the VisVis readers, al-
though there was a trend toward a greater difference in the
interpretation of scans from patients seeking a diagnosis.
Consistent with the changes in accuracy (Table 4), the im-
provement in interreader agreement from day 1 to day 2 in
the VisQ condition was greater for below-average readers
(≤90%) than for above-average readers (>90%), and was
greater for the scans from patients seeking a diagnosis than
for the autopsy-verified scans. Finally, confidence increased

by a significantly greater amount from day 1 to day 2 in the
VisQ than in the VisVis group. As shown in Table 6, in the
VisQ group there was an 18% increase in the proportion of
images interpreted with high confidence, in contrast to only a
7% increase in the VisVis group.

Discussion

The present study was designed to test the feasibility of an
approach to incorporating quantitation into the standard inter-
pretation algorithm for florbetapir PET amyloid imaging. The
key study findings were:

1. Day 1 visual read accuracy was high for both the autopsy-
verified end-of-life scans (90% accuracy compared to the
autopsy truth standard) and scans from patients seeking a
diagnosis (87.3% agreement with the reference standard,
the majority interpretation of the three best readers).

2. For all three software packages, accuracy improved from the
day 1 visual read to the day 2 read incorporating quantitative
information, whether judged by the paired t test or the NRI.
As expected this effect was largest in readers with below
average accuracy (≤90%) on the day 1 qualitative visual read.
Importantly, access to quantitative information did not result
in a decrease in accuracy of the above-average readers.

Table 3 Results of the individual replications for the autopsy-verified scans in terms of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity for the day 1 qualitative
visual read (Vis) in comparison with the day 2 visual read with quantitation (VisQ)

Software Below-average readers (≤90%) Above-average readers (>90%) All readers

No. of
readers

Day 1
(Vis)

Day 2
(VisQ)

p valuea No. of
readers

Day 1
(Vis)

Day 2
(VisQ)

p valuea No. of
readers

Day 1
(Vis)

Day 2
(VisQ)

p valuea NRI (p valueb)

Accuracy
(%)

Hermes 12 84.6 89.5 0.0043 9 94.2 93.7 0.5943 21 88.7 91.3 0.0212 0.07 (0.0001)c

MIM 7 81.7 88.8 0.0029* 15 93.2 96.1 0.0001 22 89.5 93.8 <0.0001 0.09 (<0.0001)

Siemens 8 87.0 91.8 0.0025* 18 93.7 94.8 0.1767 26 91.6 93.9 0.0038 0.05 (0.0013)

All 27 84.5 90.0 <0.0001 42 93.6 95.0 .0043 69 90.1 93.1 <0.0001 0.07 (<0.0001)

Sensitivity
(%)

Hermes 12 91.4 90.2 0.6662 9 96.8 94.8 0.0955 21 93.7 92.2 0.3412

MIM 7 80.1 85.2 0.0157 15 94.0 96.9 0.0053 22 89.6 93.2 0.0002

Siemens 8 89.3 91.5 0.3506 18 95.0 95.4 0.6309 26 93.3 94.2 0.2829

All 27 87.8 89.3 0.3306 42 95.1 95.8 0.1927 69 92.2 93.3 0.1259

Specificity
(%)

Hermes 12 74.1 88.4 0.0033 9 90.1 92.0 0.5447 21 81.0 89.9 0.0047

MIM 7 84.1 94.4 0.1017 15 91.9 94.8 0.0878 22 89.4 94.7 0.0188

Siemens 8 83.3 92.4 0.0417 18 91.7 93.8 0.2020 26 89.1 93.4 0.0168

All 27 79.4 91.2 <0.0001 42 91.4 93.8 0.0321 69 86.7 92.8 <0.0001

NRI net reclassification index

Below/above-average readers are defined as those readers whose accuracy of scan interpretation by visual read alone (day 1) was ≤90%/>90% of the
historical average based on previous studies

Asterisk (*) indicates p values for those comparisons considered primary to the prespecified analyses has been lost from this table
a Paired t test.
b p values from an asymptotic Z test (see Online Resource)
c p values representing the study prespecified primary analyses
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3. Accuracy as compared to the autopsy truth standard also
increased from the first to the second qualitative visual
read (VisVis group). There was no significant difference
in accuracy change between the VisQ and VisVis in the
cohort of images from autopsy patients. However, in a
cohort of cases from patients seeking a diagnosis, accura-
cy did not improve with a second visual read (VisVis),
while in in this cohort the accuracy in the VisQ group
was significantly improved relative to the VisVis group.

4. Across all scans interreader reliability improved from day
1 to day 2 among both the VisQ and VisVis readers but the
increase in readers’ confidence in their interpretation was
significantly greater in the VisQ than in the VisVis group.

Although not the primary objective of this study, the
results of the day 1 visual read are particularly noteworthy.
The mean visual read accuracy of 90.0% (±5.4%, median
91.3% observed in relation to the autopsy truth standard in

Fig. 2 Florbetapir PET quantitation as an adjunct to visual read. a, b
Florbetapir PET images from a subject diagnosed with Parkinson’s
disease and confirmed to be Aβ− at autopsy. This scan was frequently
interpreted by readers as positive (51 of 80) in the visual interpretation
(day 1) but more than 50% of those incorrect interpretations were
changed to negative (23 of 51) with quantitation as an adjunct. a Axial
slices of a florbetapir PET scan from the top (upper left) to the bottom
(lower right) of the brain in native space. b Slice from the same scan
normalized to the template space using one of the commercial packages.
Although the study did not record the thought processes of the readers, it
is possible that they reviewed the quantitative result (normal SUVr) and

the placement of the temporal lobe region of interest (red) and revisited
their impression of whether the temporal cortex had loss of gray–white
contrast. c, d Images from a 71-year-old man who was undergoing eval-
uation for mild cognitive impairment (no-autopsy group). Eight VisQ and
one VisVis reader returnedAβ− interpretations on day 1. The quantitation
result was positive (mean SUVr 1.39, with regional SUVr approximately
1.55 in both the precuneus and posterior cingulate), and all eight VisQ
readers revised their interpretation to Aβ+. Possibly the readers reviewed
the gray–white contrast in regions that overlapped the quantitative ROI
and noticed the high level of signal in the precuneus/posterior cingulate
regions (c top row, second and third slices)
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this study of 80 physicians from three different countries
(US, UK, Spain), reading on three different software plat-
forms robustly confirms the effectiveness of the florbetapir
reader training. Additionally, although readers were split
for analysis purposes into above-average and below-
average readers, based on an expected visual read average
accuracy of 90%, this threshold still reflects a high level of
accuracy for diagnostic image interpretation. An accuracy

of <80% might be a more useful threshold for identifying
undesirable performance; only four of the 80 readers (5%)
scored less than 80% accuracy relative to the autopsy truth
standard. Similarly high agreement with the reference stan-
dard was observed in the scans from patients seeking a
diagnosis, thus extending the findings, within the limits of
the study design (below), to interpretation of scans from a
clinically-relevant population.

Table 4 Impact of quantitation as an adjunct to visual read (VisQ group, combined across studies) on accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity in
comparison with a second qualitative visual read (VisVis group) in interpreting autopsy-verified scans and scans from patients seeking a diagnosis

Accuracy (%) Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%)

Day 1 Day 2 Change Day 1 Day 2 Change Day 1 Day 2 Change

Autopsy-verified scansa

VisQ (n = 69) 90.1 (5.5) 93.1 (4.7) 3.0 (4.0) 92.2 (8.4) 93.3 (7.1) 1.0 (5.5) 86.7 (12.6) 92.8 (8.9) 6.0 (10.5)

VisVis (n = 11) 89.3 (4.7) 92.3 (6.0) 3.0 (3.1) 94.5 (4.6) 97.1 (3.5) 2.6 (4.5) 81.3 (13.0) 84.8 (16.3) 3.5 (7.1)

p value (VisQ vs. VisVis) NS NS NS

All readers (N = 80) 90.0 (5.4) 92.5 (8.0) 86.0 (12.7)

Median 91.3 92.9 88.9

Scans from patients seeking a diagnosisb

VisQ (n = 69) 87.0 (5.0) 92.4 (4.3) 5.4 (4.8) 87.1 (9.4) 95.2 (6.3) 8.1 (7.8) 86.9 (11.8) 88.5 (9.3) 1.7 (7.4)

VisVis (n = 11) 89.3 (2.7) 88.2 (2.6) −1.1 (3.1) 89.3 (5.7) 87.8 (5.6) −1.6 (5.0) 89.2 (8.0) 88.7 (7.8) −0.4 (4.0)

p value (VisQ vs. VisVis) <0.0001 <0.0001 0.1919

All readers (N = 80) 87.3 (4.8) 87.4 (9.0) 87.2 (11.3)

Median 88.0 89.7 90.5

NS not significant

The data presented are means (SD), except where indicated
a Truth standard based on the modified Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease (CERAD) plaque score
b Reference standard was the majority Interpretation of the three best readers

Table 5 Impact of quantitation as an adjunct to visual read (VisQ group, combined across studies) on interrater agreement in comparison with a second
qualitative visual read (VisVis group)

Day 1 Day 2 Change p value
(VisQ vs.
VisVis)Fleiss’

kappa
Percent
agreement

Fleiss’
kappa

Percent
agreement

Fleiss’
kappa

95% confidence
interval

Percent
agreement

All scans

VisQ Accuracy >90% (n = 42) 0.79 89.8 0.81 90.9 0.02 −0.02, 0.07 1.1
Accuracy ≤90% (n = 27) 0.60 80.9 0.73 86.8% 0.12 0.07, 0.18 5.9

All readers (n = 69) 0.71 85.9 0.77 89.2 0.07 0.02, 0.11 3.2 0.4737
VisVis All readers (n = 11) 0.73 87.3 0.78 89.4 0.04 0.00, 0.09 2.1

Autopsy-verified scans

VisQ Accuracy >90% (n = 42) 0.83 92.0 0.83 92.1 0.00 −0.05, 0.06 0.1
Accuracy ≤90% (n = 27) 0.57 79.6 0.69 85.0 0.12 0.05, 0.20 5.5

All readers (n = 69) 0.72 86.6 0.77 89.2 0.06 0.00, 0.12 2.6 0.5656
VisVis All readers (n = 11) 0.72 87.2 0.79 90.5 0.07 0.01, 0.14 3.3

Scans from patients seeking a diagnosis

VisQ Accuracy >90% (n = 42) 0.75 87.6 0.79 89.8 0.04 −0.03, 0.10 2.2
Accuracy ≤90% (n = 27) 0.63 82.1 0.76 88.4 0.13 0.06, 0.19 6.3

All readers (n = 69) 0.70 85.3 0.77 89.2 0.07 0.01, 0.13 3.8 0.1923
VisVis All readers (n = 11) 0.74 87.3 0.76 88.3 0.02 −0.04, 0.08 1
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Interpretation accuracy further improved from the day 1
visual read to the day 2 read incorporating quantitative infor-
mation. As expected this effect was largest in the readers with
below average day 1 accuracy (≤90%). These readers often
exhibited a bias toward a positive or a negative response. This
bias was attenuated on the quantitative read, resulting in
higher overall accuracy. Importantly, access to quantitative
information did not result in a decrease in accuracy of the
above-average readers. This could have been a concern, par-
ticularly for the scans from end-of-life patients in whom atro-
phy and other end-of-life brain changes could have affected
the accuracy of quantitation. These findings suggest that the
improvement in interpretation accuracy appears to be a result
of the application of the VisQ algorithm by the readers, and
not a result of blind reliance on a numerical result provided by
the software to determine the final scan interpretation.

The increase in accuracy from day 1 to day 2 in interpreta-
tion of the autopsy-verified scans in the VisVis group is chal-
lenging to explain. This increase was unexpected since previ-
ous studies have shown 95% agreement between sequential
blinded reads [14], but in retrospect, the small (3%) improve-
ment in accuracy was within the limits of the previous result.
This increase in accuracy is consistent with the hypothesis that
readers may improve their interpretation skills with experi-
ence (e.g., may improve after reading the 96 scans on day
1), or alternatively with the hypothesis that, regardless of ex-
perience, interpretation may be improved by reviewing a scan
a second time. However, in contrast to the result in the
autopsy-verified scans, there was no significant improvement
in agreement with the reference standard between day 1 and
day 2 in interpretation of the scans from patients seeking a
diagnosis. This result suggests that a second visual read may
not always result in improved accuracy and further suggests
that the improvement seen in both the VisVis and VisQ groups
on day 2 for the autopsy-verified scans may have resulted
from the readers learning to deal with image features such as
patient movement artifacts or atrophy, whichwould be expect-
ed to be more common in end-of-life patients than in patients
seeking a diagnosis.

On the other hand, the finding that agreement with the
reference standard for the scans from patients seeking a diag-
nosis improved from day 1 to day 2 by a significantly greater

amount in the VisQ group than in the VisVis group suggests
that quantitation could offer some benefit in this clinically
relevant population. In contrast to the end-of-life patients,
the patients seeking a diagnosis were younger (75 vs. 79 years)
and at an earlier disease stage (68% vs. 9% mild cognitive
impairment), and thus less likely to show atrophy and end-
of-life brain changes that may result in poorer fitting of some
ROIs, with resultant underestimation of the SUVr in some
end-of-life cases. Thus, in the younger, milder patients seek-
ing a diagnosis, quantitation may accurately help identify bor-
derline cases with abnormal amyloid burden, thus increasing
sensitivity, as shown in Tables 3 and 4.

Interreader reliability (kappa and percent agreement) also
improved from day 1 to day 2. This improvement was most
likely driven by the observed changes in accuracy. Finally,
confidence increased significantly in the VisQ condition rela-
tive to the VisVis condition. This increase in confidence may
be important in a clinical setting because it may increase the
likelihood that a scan result will lead to management change.

All of these findings must be considered in light of several
significant design limitations, particularly the choice to have all
readers perform the visual read on all scans prior to beginning
the VisQ read. As noted above, this makes it difficult to sepa-
rate the impact of interpretation experience from the impact of
quantitative information. However, alternative designs are po-
tentially more problematic. It would have been possible, for
example, to counterbalance across readers with some
performing the VisQ read first and some the visual read first,
or even counterbalance reading approaches within readers.
However, in both of those designs readers obtain feedback
(quantitation) during the VisQ reads that may alter their ap-
proach to the visual read. Another alternative might have been
a between-group design with one set of readers performing
visual reads and the other VisQ reads. A between-group design
would have been adequate for an overall analysis such as that
described in this paper, and, based on the visual read results of
the present study, might have required more than 50–60 sub-
jects per group to have 80–90% power to detect a 3% differ-
ence in accuracy. However, this design would not have been
useful for evaluating the individual software packages (e.g.,
Table 2), and there would have been no way to determine the
impact on readers with a low accuracy.

Table 6 Impact of visual read with quantitation (combined across replications) on the confidence of image interpretation

Confidence No. (%) of images p value
(VisQ vs. VisVis)

VisQ VisVis

First read (visual) Second read (with quantitation) First read (visual) Second read (visual)

Low 788 (11.9%) 471 (7.11%) 76 (7.20%) 44 (4.17%) <0.0001
Medium 1,948 (29.4%) 1,066 (16.1%) 247 (23.4%) 205 (19.4%)

High 3,888 (58.7%) 5,087 (76.8%) 733 (69.4%) 807 (76.4%)
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Another significant limitation of the current design was
the absence of an autopsy-based truth standard for the clin-
ically relevant scans from patients with cognitive impair-
ment of uncertain origin who were seeking a diagnosis.
Obviously this is a limitation that is nearly impossible to
overcome, since patients seeking a diagnosis are usually
relatively healthy and unlikely to come to autopsy in a rea-
sonable amount of time. The reference standard chosen for
the present study was the majority interpretation of the three
readers who had the best VisQ accuracy on the autopsy-verified
scans. This majority score was 100% accurate in relation to the
autopsy truth standard. These readers were in unanimous agree-
ment in the interpretation of 45 of 50 scans from patients seek-
ing a diagnosis. A sensitivity analysis excluding the five scans
yielded results similar to the primary analysis (the improvement
in accuracy, sensitivity and specificity from day 1 to day 2 was
significantly greater among the VisQ readers than the VisVis
readers). Thus, we believe the majority rating as used here was
a good reference standard for evaluating the scans without au-
topsy verification.

Finally, it must be recognized that the improvement in
accuracy obtained by the addition of quantitative informa-
tion (VisQ) relative to a purely visual scan interpretationwas
small; some readers benefitted more than others and some
readers did not benefit at all. The mean net increase in accu-
racy from day 1 (Vis) to day 2 (VisQ) was equivalent to
approximately 1 in 46 (3.0%) or 2 in 50 (5.4%) additional
scans correctly classified per reader for the autopsy-verified
scans and for the scans from patients seeking a diagnosis,
respectively. This relatively small effect should be consid-
ered in the context of the finding that readers typically
misclassified only a handful of cases on day 1 (mean accu-
racy 90% and 87% for the autopsy-verified scans and the
scans from the patients seeking a diagnosis, respectively),
thus creating a potential ceiling for improvement in this
study. The magnitude of effect was larger in the below-
average (day 1 accuracy ≤90%) than above-average readers
(Table 3), but even among above-average readers with a day
1 accuracy >90% there was no mean decrease in accuracy as
a result of the addition of quantitative information. Although
not the most dramatic finding of this study, this latter finding
is also important. As noted above, multiple software pro-
grams have now been approved for quantitation of PET am-
yloid images in the US and EU. The packages may be vul-
nerable to various technical limitations and when used un-
critically could potentially lead to image misinterpretation.
However, the current results suggest that software packages
that share the core features described above can be employed
as adjuncts in the reading of florbetapir PET scans, accord-
ing to the methods and interpretation algorithms described
above, with minimal risk of increasing interpretation errors,
and may possibly improve the interpretation accuracy of
some imaging physicians.

In conclusion, the present study in 80 readers from three
countries, using three different software platforms, demon-
strated a mean visual reading accuracy of approximately
90% in relation to the truth/reference standard for both
autopsy-verified scans and clinically relevant scans from pa-
tients seeking a diagnosis. The results further suggest that
access to quantitative information may provide clinically im-
provement in performance and confidence of some readers in
the interpretation of scans when used as an adjunct to a visual
read, and importantly did not reduce the accuracy of readers
with already above average accuracy on the visual read.
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